
 

 

Issue: 4 
Breaking Boundaries 

Learning is Everything, Everything is Learning 
  

Date: Friday 8th November 2019 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers,  
We have had a fab couple of weeks at Greenside full of fun and exciting events. We are enjoying the early winter 
sunshine and taking advantage of the weather to make Learning Trips & Visits around town to help our students 
immerse themselves in their Film themes. We hope you will find the information in our Newsletter today informative and 
entertaining. We hope to see you all for our Family Film Sharing Events next week too: Monday 9.00am - Y5 & Y6, 
Wednesday 9.00am - Y1 and Y2 and Friday 9.00am - Y3 & Y4 - everyone is warmly welcome! Do also check out the 
dates of all of our Christmas events too in our Calendar section of this Newsletter. 
 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
I’d like to offer huge ‘congratulations’ to the cast of A Midsummer Night’s Dream who performed so beautifully on 
Monday evening. At 2.00pm we were nervous and excited with a few lines to polish. By 6.00pm we were even more 
nervous and super excited (and looking wonderful with glitter everywhere!). By 7.30pm we were so proud and too 
excited to go home and sleep. Our text was challenging that’s for sure but every student rose to the occasion as did 
our singers and  dancers. Mostly I was delighted by the amount of fun our students had on stage and what a happy 
occasion it was. One of our guests, Bill N, who knows a thing or two about acting!) described it as ‘beautiful and 
enchanting’ and that’s a compliment we can all agree with - well done Greenside! 
Thank you so much, also, to all our students and families who created Dream Boxes over the half term and collected 
loose change - we have begun counting our money raised and will be ready to announce our grand total next week! 
Enjoy the pictures below. 
 
Parents Evening 
Next Monday and Wednesday 3.45pm - 6.00pm we have our autumn term Parents Evening appointments. Please 
ensure you have booked your slot(s) online in advance. There is an expectation that every family will attend a meeting 
so if you are unable to come along on one of those evenings please contact your daughter/ son’s Class Teacher to 
book an alternative appointment over the next two weeks. It is a really good moment in the year to check out DC1 
results and see what we can do together to support all of our students with their academic progress and success. We 
hope you all have productive and positive discussions! 
 
Family Events 
We have a fun event planned for next week with our Film Family Sharing Events, Odd Socks Day and a Phonics 
Workshop for Nursery & Reception Families - please take time to read the information below. It’s also Children in Need 
Day next Friday. 
 
Polling Day 
Yet again Greenside will be used as a Polling Station on Thursday 12th December. We will be open on this day and we 
will manage our learning site ensuring a safe and interesting day. We will just need the arrival and departure to take 
place from our main Foyer entrance. 
 
Christmas Card Competition 
It may be early November but we would like to begin our Christmas Card competition for 2019. You may remember the 
beautiful design by Samuel that was our winning entrance last year. All students from Nursery to Y6 are invited to enter 
an A3 or A4 Christmas/ winter design that we could use as our Greenside Card this year. Any colours/ materials etc 
may be used. Entries should be given to KBS by MOnday 25th November. We will use the winning design to send to 
our friends and community on behalf of Greenside! 
 
With many best wishes 
Karen 

 



 

1. Message from the Head of School 
Dear Greenside families, 
We are only a couple of weeks into our new half term and already I am brimming with pride and excitement about everything 
Greenside! 
We all returned to a wonderful new outside space in the playground. This represented stage 2 of the PSA’s project to 
transform the playground thanks to all your contributions through fundraising and looks great. Doubling up as an outdoor 
learning space and a quieter space for students at lunch, it’s already getting lots of use. We also have the new look slope and 
grassy reading area. A huge winner with students who are cosying up with a good book at break. Then there’s the new 
curtains in the hall. They’ve been a long time coming too.  
The boys’ football team picked up their first points in the Mayor’s Cup in 18 months - Go Greenside! I returned from a morning 
at Griffin on Wednesday to find KS1 had been transformed into a Victorian school culminating in a wonderful dance and tea 
party. Oh, and as if all that wasn’t enough, the performance of A Midsummer Night's Dream brought the house down.  
 
So in this year of ‘Changing Places’ we are practicing what we preach. Just imagine all the changes that will have taken place 
come July! We’ve only just started. 
Robin Yeats - Head of School 

 

2. A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Greenside  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

3. STAR Days -  
a) Nursery - The Lorax 
This half term Nursery has been learning about different types of trees and forests and understanding how we can look after 
them through the film The Lorax. We have been exploring the central Dr. Seuss quote from the film: "Unless someone like 
you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better, it's not."  
Lenny was able to explain that "we can't chop down the trees because we need trees to help us breathe!" We spent some 
time talking about the word 'habitat' and understanding what that means. Darcie was concerned when The Once-Ler 
chopped down a Truffula Tree "because the animals live in the forest and they need the trees!"  
We look forward to our shared Nursery and Reception forest trip on Tuesday the 3rd of December so that we can discover 
which animals live in Chiswick Park and what kind of trees are native to that area. 

 
b) Reception - The Lorax 
Our film this term is The Lorax which hooks us straight into our topic of Trees and Forests. We have already found out that 
trees give us air and that actually, they are extremely important in our ecosystem. Through The Lorax we have also 
discovered the consequence of chopping trees down, and we’re committed this term to learning more about the native trees 
around Greenside and how we can work to protect them and care for them here, and around the world.  
 
c) Y1 - The Muppets Christmas Carol 
This half term our film is The Muppets Christmas Carol. Students will be looking at what life was like from the Victorian Era 
and how is it different from life in the Stone Age. Students will be making their own puppet sequels to The Christmas Muppet 
Christmas Carol exploring what Tiny Tim does next. We will be working hard this half-term on looking at how life has 
changed throughout history, especially for children. We have already had our Victorian School Day experience to immerse 

 



ourselves in what it was really like to live in those days and how Tiny Tim might have felt living in that time period! It’s a 
magical half term ahead of music, history and Victorian London all tied together with some extraordinary learning about 
Dickens too! 
 
d) Y2 - Oliver 
This half term we are learning through the film version of that wonderful story and novel Oliver. We will be looking at thinking 
about Oliver’s journey before he came to the workhouse and alternate endings for him and the characters in the film. We will 
be exploring schools in the future and thinking about what Oliver would have been learning if he went to school in 2119! We 
will also think about career ambitions for Oliver in the future and creating a Victorian shop, where he becomes a shop owner. 
Oliver changes places many times throughout the film, from the workhouse, to the den with the boys, to his uncle's house at 
the end of the film. This half term we will be thinking deeply about how changing places affects people.  
 
e) Y3 - Freaky Friday 
Y3’s film this half-term dives much deeper into the idea of “changing places.” If we thought changing or moving cities was 
crazy enough, now we are tasked with the idea of switching bodies with a relative. When Anna, a misguided teenager, 
switches bodies with her mother, Tess, they are forced to understand the roots of each other’s lives. What better way to learn 
empathy and understanding than to literally be inside the body of another! 
Our film Freaky Friday has been inspiring and interesting, but perhaps our most interesting angle with this film is our prequel 
ideas. Having thoroughly examined the idea of sequels last half-term, with Inside Out, we are now looking back, before the 
narrative of Freaky Friday. What happened to Anna and Tess before the events of Freaky Friday? Where did the mystical 
fortune cookie — the catalyst of the body switching phenomenon — come from originally? What is the backstory to Freaky 
Friday? We’ll be creating our own this half-term! 
 
f)  Y4 - The Secret Garden 
In Y4 this half term we are studying the film The Secret Garden based on the book of the same name written by  Frances 
Hodgson Burnett. The story sees young, unloved Mary Lennox move from British India to live in her Uncle's mansion, 
MIsselthwaite Manor, in Yorkshire. During her time in the manor, she is told clearly not to go wandering around the other 
rooms, but being a curious 10 year old, Mary soon finds a locked door which she is desperate to open. With the help of a 
new friendship, Mary is able to access the secret garden behind the door and begins to find a new peace within herself as 
well as an unknown cousin. Aside from the obvious physical change of location, Mary and her cousin's own personalities and 
attitudes change quite dramatically from the beginning of the film and this is something we really look forward to picking apart 
over the coming weeks. We will also be considering how the garden came to be before Mary found it; who made the garden? 
Why was it locked away for such a long time? These questions will enable us to think about what the story of the garden is 
before Mary finds it, thus linking in to our theme of prequels and sequels. 
 
g) Y5 - Big Fish 
What does a witch, a large fish, a giant, a poet and a young man trying to understand his father, all have in common?  
They are all some of the quirky characters in Y5’s new film – Big Fish. This film is about a son trying to understand his 
father’s fantastical anecdotes about his life. The film allows us to dive into amazing stories about life, love, hardship and 
death. Y5 have found themselves asking who these characters were before the film took place and are writing their own 
prequels. We are enjoying hearing these wonderful tales told by the amusing character of Edward Bloom. 
 
h) Y6 - Planet of the Apes 
If you walk into Y6 this half term, you will feel as if you were visiting another planet – The Planet of the Apes.  
Our students will be using Rise of the Planet of the Apes as their class film text. It works perfectly with our focus on 
prequels & sequels, acting as a prequel / reboot to the original Planet of the Apes films. At the end of the film, it is clear that 
a deadly virus has been created and is likely to spread across the world. We will explore what could have happened as a 
result of this. Students will learn about common features of dystopian writing, creating their own dystopian worlds with the 
final outcome being a narrative acting as the sequel to Rise of the Planet of the Apes. They will then write balanced 
arguments as they discuss whether it is right to test on animals. They will consider the mathematics involved in laboratories. 
Students will plot line graphs of the ape’s heart rates and interpret the data; they will solve complex problems involving 
fractions while looking at the drugs being tested on the animals. Our STEM projects will consider the places involved in the 
film. Students will design and create their own suspension bridges – using the Golden Gate Bridge as inspiration. Next, they 
will build mechanisms which lift up and down to free the apes from their cages. We have a challenging and fun half term 
ahead! 

 

 
 

 



 
4. Special Report - Arts at Greenside 
Ms Webber shares:  
Following our successful receipt of the Artsmark Platinum Award, the arts continue to flourish here at Greenside.  
Our classrooms and corridors are filled with artistic pieces created by students linked to their films and everyday there is 
something creative going on. If you popped your head into Y5 last week you might have seen their fabulous interpretations of 
The Great Wave, or  seen the beautiful garden watercolours going on in Y4. If you wandered further down the corridor to 
EYFS you might have spotted their pumpkin pieces inspired by Yayoi Kusama or caught Y3 creating abstract self portraits. If 
you popped into KS1 on Crew day you would have been transported to the streets of London in 1666 just before the great fire 
engulfed the city or seen Y6 learning the techniques involved in creating effective pieces using charcoal. And you could not 
possibly have escaped the power of the arts on Monday evening as the hall was transformed into A Midsummer  Night’s 
Dream! Whether it is creating a piece of music during Friday Specialisms, designing a Dream Box for Good Chance  or 
learning to sew at the Elgin Centre, there is always something creative going on a Greenside. As the year progresses there 
will be lots more going on and you will see the arts continue to be right at the heart of the Greenside experience.  

 

5. We are Artists  
Do check out these beautiful examples of our recent 
Art-Work: 
 
a) Nursery - The Lorax 
As part of Maths learning this term, The Nursery 
class created an Autumn themed display about 
matching a quantity to a numeral. We dipped our 
fingers in red paint to represent the number of apples 
on each tree. Georgina pointed and said, "That's the number three!" and then she counted the three 
apples. As part of our film learning this term, we created a display about The Lorax. Since the 
character The Lorax speaks for the trees, we asked Nursery what they would do to protect the trees if they were The Lorax. 
Isaac suggested that we "plant seeds" and Piper suggested that 
we "plant more trees." 
 
b) Reception - The Lorax 
The pumpkins harvested this month (to eat or used for 
Halloween) inspired us in lots of ways, but we learnt that they 
have also been an inspiration to the artist Yayoi Kusama. We 
learnt about her work and the story behind her art. We then 
used her pumpkin theme to make our own art inspired by her 
use of repetition and pattern. 
 
c) Y1 - Muppets Christmas Carol 
During our Victorian Era week, we were 
looking at the artist L.S. Lowry. L.S. 
Lowry often drew pictures of industrial 
landscapes. Students looked at what the 
industrial revolution meant for children in 
the Victorian Era and created our own 
London industrial art piece inspired by L.S. Lowry. 
 
d) Y2 -  Oliver 
Rian and Alex have created their own charcoal drawings of Charles Dickens – the author of Oliver. We have been working 
with charcoal and looking at blending 
techniques. This was a messy session but 
we think the outcomes are worth it! Look at 
the shading and the way the character 
stands out. Here are two examples of our 
displays in the classroom. Our first one, 
shows our learning on the Industrial 
Revolution. We created settings of the 
Industrial Revolution including contrasting 

 



colours and silhouettes. The students used contrasting colours and different mediums 
 
e) Y3 - Freaky Friday 
Y3 are artists, indeed. As Freaky Friday deals with characters who, while related 
and living under the same roof, fundamentally do not understand each other. 
Anna can not comprehend the struggles her mother goes through. Similarly, 
Tess cannot understand the things her high school daughter has to cope with at 
school. To allow people to fully understand us, and who we truly are, we created 
self-portraits! We traced our heads, cut them out, and then designed them with 
all things related to us!  
 
f)  Y4 - The Secret Garden 
In our first two weeks of the Autumn 2 term, Y4 have been busy refining our art 
skills. First we worked on our charcoal drawing skills and used this practice to create some fabulous black and white images 
on the theme of moving from one place to another. Most recently, we followed a similar structure of learning and practising a 
set of watercolour brush techniques which then led into painting some beautiful garden inspired pieces where students had 
to use their imaginations to come up with their own gardens behind the locked door. The students have really enjoyed these 
two art focuses so far and look forward to 
learning the next technique to being a better 
artist! 
 
g) Y5 - Big Fish 
Water is a very symbolic feature in the film 
Big Fish. With this in mind, Y5 studied the 
woodblock print entitled The Great Wave by 
Hokusai. We looked at how the piece needed 
to be broken down into sections in order to recreate it, as well as playing with paint colours. We are 
very proud of the pieces we have made! 
 
h) Y6 - Planet of 
the Apes 
Our Y6 students 
created these 
amazing pieces this 
week: 
 

 

6. The Mahara’s Maths Revolution - Digital Badge Challenge 
Do make sure you continue to take up the Mahara Maths Digital Badge Challenge this half term: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

7. The Greenside Animation Factory 
 
Our Film Crew Day this week was a joy to see and experience - students in every Crew 
were so busy and focused on creating their own animations on Thursday. Greenside 
truly felt like a productive and exciting Animation Film Factory with students 
experimenting in all different types of animation and working in Teams to link their short 
films together. 
 
Film Crew 5 & 6 tell us: 
“We are all a part of this incredible universe. Over 3 billion years ago, life as we 
know it started and has been growing and changing ever since. Join Y5 and 6 
as they tell the story of this journey through their incredible animations 
illustrating the timeline of key events in the growth of life such as the big bang, 
the dawn of civilization, the development of language, multiculturalism, 
industrialization, space exploration and what the future may hold. It's life as we 
know it, interpreted through the eyes of Greenside students.” 

 

8. Sharing Events  
a) Reception Trip  
On Thursday, our Reception class set off on a clear, crisp Autumn Day to Hampstead Heath to 
investigate the wild forests of London! We had a great day climbing trees, hunting fairies, 
comparing leaves, collecting sticks, and sloshing muddy puddles. It was a great day to relax some 
boundaries and find freedom in the outdoors. The trip has also brought so much of our learning to 
life, and now when we learn more about the forest this term, we understand exactly what a real 
forest is like!  
Saifan said: “Look I found these acorn shells. They’re like little hats for fairies!” 
Rose said: “Is this the biggest autumn leaf on Hampstead Heath you think? Maybe I should 
check” 
Eva said: “I haven’t seen any native animals or fairies except for one 
squirrel. Do you think we’re being too noisy? Or maybe it’s because they’re 
nocturnal.”  
 
b) Y1 Victorian Celebration 
Our Victorian Day will go down in the history of the Greenside autumn term 
‘19 as a huge success with and for our KS1 students. Last Wednesday Y1 
and Y2 really had  the true school ‘Victorian experience’. This included super 
strict teachers, writing with chalk, desks in straight lines and even the boys 
learning Latin. Students can now understand how hard life was for Tiny Tim (The Muppets Christmas 
Carol) and for our hero in Oliver Twist. To finish the truly magical immersive day KS1 hosted our very 
own Victorian Tea Party. We waltzed the afternoon away like ‘ladies and gentleman’ 
with our parents/carers while enjoying some Victoria Sponge and cucumber 
sandwiches! What more could we ask for! 
 
c) Y2 Trip to the V&A  
Ms Rundell and Y2 tell us: “This week we went to the V&A Childhood museum and 
we were able to look at toys from the past and we even got to play with them. We 
looked at clothes that the Victorians wore and thought about how uncomfortable they 
must have been! We explored a Victorian kitchen and looked at the utensils they had 
to make meals with. One of our favourite memories of our trip was climbing onto a 
Victorian rocking horse! Everyone in Y2 was beautifully behaved and showed 
fantastic manners and kindness around the museum.  
Sami says: “I enjoyed seeing all the clothes from the old day!” 
Louis tells us: “I liked it when we saw the exhibition of the doll’s houses, it reminded me of the Great Fire of London!” 
 
 
 
 

 



d) Y5 Trip 
The enthusiasm was palpable as Y5 stood in front of the turbine hall of the Tate Modern. Omar 
could be heard saying, ‘I just cannot wait to get inside and see some amazing art.’ Y5 enjoyed 
looking at different art pieces, specifically focusing on sculpture and the idea of recreating a piece for 
their large scale STEM project this half term. At the end of the day, Mary said, ‘this was the best trip 
ever as some artwork just blew my mind!’  
Y5, we cannot wait to see what sculpture pieces this trip has inspired you to make! 
 
e) Halloween Tea & Cakes 
Our hall might have been full of scary, terrifying and horrible beings but don't 
worry, that was just our lovely students dressed up for Halloween tea and 
cakes! With music playing, face painting, apple bobbing, diwali spinners and of 
course - the pumpkin competition. With over 15 pumpkins entering the 
competition, it was always going to be a ghoulish challenge to pick a winner. In 
3rd place we had Nicholas from Y5. In 2nd place we had Theodore from Y1. 
But taking the top spot this year was.....Taylor (Y3) and Olivia (R) with a very 
creative spider effect pumpkin that would send Ms Allen through the roof if she 
saw it. Thank you so much to our wonderful PSA as always and to all the 
families who helped with stalls etc to make it an extra spooky evening.  
 
f) Football Winners! 
The boys football team picked up their first point of the season and the school's first in over 18 months - Victory! The draw 
against fierce rivals Brackenbury was the scene of our glory. Although according to Mr Fazzone, we could have won by 2 or 3 
goals. A solid defence meant Brackenbury did not have one single chance on goal. A more clinical edge up front is all that is 
now needed to turn 1 point into 3. The girls unfortunately lost 3-0 and now look to our next match against Ark Conway on 
Friday 22nd November to turn things around.  
 
g) Social Media 
As you may have seen, our social media platforms on Instagram and Twitter have been working overtime trying to keep up 
with all the publicity we’ve been getting! Make sure you’re following us to get all the latest news and see some sneaky peaks 
of life behind the scenes! On Instagram: @greensideprimaryschool On Twitter: @greensidew12. 

 

9. Winter Fair  
I am sure you will have seen the posters around Greenside and in the community telling us that it’s nearly time for the fantastic 
Greenside Winter Fair. This year it will take place on Saturday 23rd December from 12.00pm - 3.00pm. Not only is it a 
wonderful community event - every penny raised on the day goes towards supporting our Greenside students - it’s how we’ve 
managed the Greenside Playground Makeover! 
Please check in with the PSA if you can help in the preparation or on the day! 

 

 



10. Invitations - Film Sharing Events 
On Wednesday 13th November, at 9.00am Y1 and Y2 will be having a film sharing event. We would like to welcome all parents/ 
carers from Y1 and Y2 to come and see our event based on Oliver and The Muppets Christmas Carol. We will be sharing 
our highlights so far and our exciting learning experiences from the half term. Victorian songs will be sung and our learning 
around the Victorian era will be shared. 
 

On Friday 15th November at 9:00am, Y3 will join forces with Y4 to takeover The Hall for a special Board Meeting: our Film 
Sharing Event. Here we will share our films and our learning from our classes, there will be singing, acting, and a whole lot of 
film learning sharing. Don’t miss it! We look forward to seeing you there. 

 
Y5 and Y6  
 
 
 

 
 
11. Student Stars at Greenside 
Our students have made some great academic progress this week and worked hard in lots of different areas of our Greenside 
life. Congratulations to all of those nominated below and our extra special ‘well done’ this week goes to Alexandra (Y2) and 
Zak (Y6) - great achievements by them both! 
 
Georgina for her positive attitude and enthusiasm towards learning! (Nursery) 
Zak for his self-confidence and wonderful transitioning at Greenside! (Nursery) 
 
Aayzah for her amazing writing (Reception) 
Lara for her positivity and enthusiasm on our trip (Reception) 
 
Matilda for her contribution to A Midsummers Night's Dream and kind words of encouragement to her peers (Y1) 
Theo for his fantastic mental maths skills during our new 'Can you still' sessions (Y1) 
 
Kayden for his positive learning in the classroom (Y2) 
Alexandra for her progress in STAR Day learning and Art work (Y2) 
 
Lujain for writing some excellent expanded noun phrases for our Freaky Friday Prequel extended writing piece (Y3) 
Merhawi for being such an amazing scientist when we were learning about push, pull, and friction forces (Y3) 
 
Duran for approaching all aspects of her learning with a great attitude. Well done! (Y4) 
Sonia for a fantastic piece of watercolour garden artwork (Y4) 
 
Msgna for demonstrating his wonderful maths skills during our arithmetic test (Y5) 
Yusra for showing exceptional kindness to Ms. Vandepas when she needed it the most (Y5) 
 
Archie for being positive in class during all Learning Experiences (Y6) 
Zak for making a huge effort to improve his writing (Y6) 

 

 



12. Looking forward to future events! 
a) Odd Socks 
Next Tuesday we will be recognising Anti-Bullying Week with a special visit from Andy and his band from the Odd Socks 
campaign. The theme is ‘change’ - and celebrates the uniqueness of us all and how we can make a small change starting with 
ourselves to promote an understanding of difference. 
Our students have been writing poetry this week on the theme too. 
We would love every student (and adult) at Greenside to come to School that day wearing odd socks if possible - we will also be 
making a collection for the charity too - so if your daughter/ son can bring a coin to donate that would be wonderful. Do check 
out the video of the song to promote the campaign: https://youtu.be/zBrPy3ZXGzk 
 
b) Phonics Workshop 
We invite all EYFS parents/ carers to a Phonics Information Hour in the hall next Thursday 14th November at 9.00am. In this 
session, Ms Buchanan will explain more about Phonics, early reading and early writing, how we teach it at Greenside, and ways 
to support your daughter/ son at home - we hope you will be able to join us. 

 

13. Digital Badges  
Robin Yeats explains: Here are a few snaps of some of our latest digital badge awards! We 
have Siham, Arwen and Saja who have been awarded the 'Greenside Tour Guide' badge for 
showing prospective parents/ carers around the Greenside and telling them what a great place 
Greenside is. There was also a group of students who were awarded with the 'Yoga' badge for 
completing a whole half term of yoga with our professional coach. Following the huge success 
of A Midsummer Night's Dream on Monday, every single student involved was awarded the 
'Star Performer' badge for being involved in a Greenside performance. The best Digital Badge 
you can start work on at home is the times table badges. There are badges for knowing your 
times tables without hesitation - L1 = 2,3,5,10s. L2 = 4,8,50s. L3 = 6,7,9,11s. L4 = 12, 25s. So 
please encourage your daughter/ son to start learning them and to show their teacher when they are ready.  
 
The newly introduced 'Mr Tilden's Informed Citizen' badge is also available for students who can answer the who, what, where, 
when, how and why of 3 separate major world news stories in any digital format. E.g. a Brexit Pic Collage. So you can also 
explore the questions at home and create you digital presentation at Greenside to share with Mr Tilden.  
We are challenging our students to be the first and most informed citizen at Greenside? 

 

14. We Act Workshops  
Michelle Williams reports: On Friday 18th October the WE Act group had an in 
school visit from a WE organisation representative.  
This  fitted perfectly with our celebration and reflection week as we were able to 
share our half terms work on the WE Read together campaign. She was totally 
impressed with the plans that we had already made and by the students passion, 
creativity   and commitment to the cause.  
 
We hope you have had the opportunity to view our wonderful reading zone at the 
bottom of the slope which was completely designed by the students. This area is 
already being utilised by so many  and the next group of WE Act students  are 
looking forward to adding their touches to the project which will include art and a 
community book swap area.  
 
We hope that this will be an enjoyable space for students for many years to come! 

 

15. My Favourite Book 
This week our EYFS Team share their favourite children’s book. 
Ms Pearson begins: “It’s hard to choose but .. my favourite must be The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. I have a very old 
copy that I bought specially to read to my class years ago while on my first teaching practice. I loved seeing how much they 
looked forward to each new installment. Sharing a good book such fun”. 
 
Ms Black says: "My favourite storybook is George Don't Do That by Joyce Grenfell because it shows the innocence and 
beauty of children and it makes me laugh." 

 



 
Ms Jaber shares: "I like Peace at Last by Jill Murphy because I find it really funny that poor Daddy Bear 
can't find a quiet place to rest until it's morning." 
 
Ms Morra says: “Green Eggs and Ham by Dr. Seuss is my favourite because my mum and dad read it to 
me when I was a little girl and it has so many silly rhymes in it!" 
 
Ms Thomas explains: “One of my favourite books as a child growing up and, still, now as an adult, is The 
Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle. Not only did I love the story of a little caterpillar hatching and then 
eating so much fruit and food, (like me!) I loved the way the pages are set out and that they got bigger as 
you turned them and had holes in to show where the caterpillar had eaten through. I also loved that the 
illustrations in the book where so bright and colourful.” 
 
 
Ms Buchanan reveals: “My favourite children’s book when I was young was The Magic Faraway Tree. I 
had my own climbing tree in my garden and would spend hours playing and reenacting scenes from it. 
Now, as a teacher, I love reading the stories to the students and watching them be inspired to use their 
own imagination in the same way.”  
 
 
 

 

16. SMSC - Changing Places - Sword of Damocles 
In SMSC last week we watched the Rufus Wainwright music video for the song Sword of Damocles - we talked about the story 
and what it might be like changing places with someone in ‘power’.  
 
As part of Greenside's theme of Changing Places, the Nursery class discussed what it would 
be like if they could change places with their teachers. Cataleya drew a picture of herself as a 
teacher and said, "If I were a teacher, I would have lots of painting!" Ted drew a picture of 
himself as a teacher and said, "If I were a teacher, I would have a garden inside for the kids to 
play in!" 
 
Y2 wrote this amazing poem too: 
 
The Sword of Damocles 
 If I was the teacher 
  
If I was in charge, I would be kind 
I would listen more to my class 
I would be generous 
I would help them learn from the past 
  
I would teach more about the world and science 
I think every child in the world should go to school 
I would try to change how children are with each other – to show more kindness and caring behaviour 
  
If something went wrong, I would make it right 
I would apologise and try again 
We would tell those higher than us in charge 
I would tell myself ‘Don’t do that again!’ 
 
Y3 put together some very interesting poems about “changing places”. Inspired by The Sword of 
Damocles, we mind mapped the idea of changing places with a teacher, pondering not only what it 
would be like in Mr Tilden’s shoes, but in the life of any teacher. What challenges might a teacher face? 
How might a teacher wield their power in school? What might a teacher have to balance in their 
everyday life? We came up with collaborative poems, linking our thoughts together.  

 
 



17. Children in Need 
Friday 15th November is National Children in Need Day - our Student Leadership Group would like to invite students to wear 
something red that day and bring a bear to Greenside to commemorate the work of the Children in Need campaign - if they can 
make a small donation too that would be wonderful - we are mindful that this half term we have had several fundraising events 
already and we do not want to put pressure on families - wearing red and bringing a bear would be wonderful and allow us to 
talk about how our country helps Children in Need. 

 

18. Autumn Term Calendar 
Greenside Family Calendar 

Autumn Term 2 - 2019   

Week 3   

Monday 11th November 9.00am Y5 & Y6 Family Film Sharing  

Monday 11th November 3.45pm Parents Evening (Day 1) 

Tuesday 12th November All Day Odd Socks Event - Anti-Bullying Awareness 

Tuesday 12th November 11.00am  Group of Y3 students at Bush Theatre with Griffin 

Wednesday 13th November All Day Y3 Trip to China-Town 

Wednesday 13th November  All Day Y6 Trip to the Natural History Museum 

Wednesday 13th November 9.00am Y1 & Y2 Family Film Sharing  

Wednesday 13th November 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 

Wednesday 13th November 3.45pm Parents Evening (Day 2) 

Thursday 14th November 9.00am Phonics Workshop for Nursery & Reception Families 

Friday 15th November All Day Children in Need - wear something red & bring a bear to Greenside! 

Friday 15th November 9.00am Y3 & Y4 Family Film Sharing  

Week 4   

Monday 18th November All Day  Y6 Maths Conference  

Tuesday 19th November All Day 100% Attendance Day 

Wednesday 20th November All Day Non-Uniform Day for PSA - Bring a Tombola Gift 

Wednesday 20th November 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 

Friday 22nd November All Day Y4 GGL Shared Event - Tate - Steve McQueen Exhibition 

Friday 22nd November All Day Newsletter Published 

Saturday 23rd November 12.00pm  PSA Winter Fair 

Week 5   

Monday 25th November All Day Student Flu Vaccinations 

 



Tuesday 26th November 9.00am Open Morning Visit - prospective EYFS students - Sept ‘20 

Wednesday 27th November 9.00am EYFS invite Families to a Link & Learn Session 

Wednesday 27th November 9.30am Y5 & Y6 Dodgeball Competition - Burlington Danes 

Wednesday 27th November 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 

Week 6   

Tuesday 3rd December All Day Nursery & Reception - Trip to Chiswick House 

Wednesday 4th December All Day GGL KS1 Shared event - at Griffin 

Thursday 5th December All Day Christmas Jumper Day 

Thursday 5th December 10.00am Open Morning Visit - prospective EYFS students - Sept ‘20 

Friday 6th December All Day Newsletter Published 

Friday 6th December PM Mayor’s Cup 

Week 7   

Data Capture 2 All Week Tests and Assessments for all students Y1 - Y6 

Wednesday 11th December  3.30pm Good Chance Tea & Cakes and Film Crew Animation Screening - 
Parent/ carer Event  

Thursday 12th December All Day Greenside - Polling Station (open all day for students) 

Friday 13th December PM Mayor’s Cup 

Week 8   

Monday 16th December 2.00pm Christmas in Crews - Parent/ Carer Event - Y1 - Y6 

Tuesday 17th December 2.00pm  EYFS Nativity - Parent/ Carer Event  

Wednesday 18th December AM KS1 Road Safety Workshops 

Wednesday 18th December 3.30pm Christmas Tea & Cakes 

Thursday 19th December All Day Good Chance - Singing in the Community  

Friday 20th December 11.30am Elgin Specialism Groups to Centre 

Friday 20th December 12.00pm Greenside Christmas Lunch 

Friday 20th December 3.30pm Christmas Holidays begin! 

Week 1   

Monday 6th January 8.55am Spring Term begins 

  
 
Karen 

 



  

 
Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head  
 

 


